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Written by locals, Fodor's travel guides have been offering expert advice for all tastes and budgets for 80 years. With its old-world charm, musical heritage, and alpine landscapes, Vienna and Austria offer choices for every traveler. Previously an e-book and now a print book with up-to-the-minute detail, Fodor's Vienna & the Best of Austria captures the top experiences and attractions throughout the country, with intriguing features on tantalizing Austrian cuisine and wine, tips for finding the best ski resorts, and hikes in the pastoral
Salzkammergut region. Vienna and Austria spring to life with classic experiences such as visiting Mozart's birthplace and touring the famous Schonbrunn Palace. This travel guide includes: · Dozens of maps · An 8-page color insert with a brief introduction and spectacular photos that capture the top experiences and attractions throughout Austria · Hundreds of hotel and restaurant recommendations, with Fodor's Choice designating our top picks · Multiple itineraries to explore the top attractions and what’s off the beaten path · Major sights
such as Schonbrunn Palace, The Ringstrasse, MAK Museum, The Salzkammergut, and The Viennese Ball · Coverage of Vienna, Vienna Woods, Lake Neusiedl, The Danube River, Salzburg, Eastern Alps, Salzkammergut, Carthina, Graz, Innsbruck, Tyrol, and Vorarlberg
Budget airlines offer cheap flights to Vienna, Prague and Budapest making all three easily accessible. This comprehensive and authoritative guide provides full listings of restaurants, bars, cafes, hotels and shops for each city.
Fodor's correspondents highlight the best of Prague, including the city's baroque Old Town Square, historic Jewish Quarter, towering St. Vitus Cathedral, and lively pubs. Our local experts vet every recommendation to ensure you make the most of your time, whether it’s your first trip or your fifth. MUST-SEE ATTRACTIONS from Prague Castle to the Vltava River PERFECT HOTELS for every budget BEST RESTAURANTS to satisfy a range of tastes GORGEOUS FEATURES on the Charles Bridge and beer culture VALUABLE TIPS on when to go and
ways to save INSIDER PERSPECTIVE from local experts COLOR PHOTOS AND MAPS to inspire and guide your trip
Explore the inexpensive places to dine when visiting any one of these three famous and historic European cities. 3 maps.
Cheap Sleeps in Prague, Vienna and Budapest
Moon Prague, Vienna & Budapest
Lonely Planet's Global Coffee Tour
The Rough Guide to Austria
Vienna Travel Guide 2017

Strolls from the Charles Bridge to the cafés of Wenceslas Square • explores castles, dungeons and churches • stops off for dumplings, beer and Becherova • takes in a spot of Kafka and Vaclav Havel • includes day trips to spas, castles and breweries
The elegant city of Budapest comprises two separate towns - medieval Buda on the Danube's western bank and modern Pest on the eastern bank. Your DK Eyewitness Top 10 travel guide ensures that you'll find your way around Budapest with absolute ease. Our regularly updated Top 10 travel guide breaks down the best of Budapest into helpful lists of ten - from our own carefully curated highlights to the best churches and synagogues, art galleries, shops and markets, parks and gardens and, of course, best places to eat and drink. You'll discover: - Eight easy-tofollow itineraries, perfect for a day-trip, a weekend, or a week - Detailed Top 10 lists of Budapest's must-sees, including comprehensive descriptions of the Hungarian Parliament, St Stephen's Basilica, Váci utca, Gellért Hotel and Baths, Margaret Island, Hungarian National Gallery, Mátyás Church, Hungarian State Opera, Hungarian National Museum and the Great Synagogue - Budapest's most interesting areas, with the best places for going out, sightseeing, and shopping - Inspiration for different things to appreciate and enjoy during your trip - including the
city's iconic baths and swimming pools, family activities, sights along the Danube, and things to do for free - Streetsmart advice: get ready, get around, be aware of your surroundings and stay safe Looking for more on Budapest's culture, history and attractions? Try our DK Eyewitness Budapest.
Insight Pocket Guides: ideal itineraries and top travel tips in a pocket-sized package. Plan your trip, plan perfect days and discover how to get around - this pocket-sized guide is a convenient, quick-reference companion to discovering what to do and see in Krakow, from top attractions like National Museum and Wawel Castle, to hidden gems, including the quirky Pharmacy Museum and the Old Synagogue. - Compact, concise, and packed with essential information about Where to Go and What to Do, this is an ideal on-the-move companion when you're exploring
Krakow - Covers Top Ten Attractions, including the Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCAK), St Mary's Basilica, Auschwitz, Kazimierz Jewish quarter and Tarnow, and Perfect Day itinerary suggestions Offers an insightful overview of landscape, history and culture - Contains an invaluable pull-out map, and essential practical information on everything from Eating Out to Getting Around - Sharp design and colour-coded sections make for an engaging reading experience About Insight Guides: Insight Guides is a pioneer of full-colour guide books, with almost
50 years' experience of publishing high-quality, visual travel guides with user-friendly, modern design. We produce around 400 full-colour print guide books and maps, as well as phrase books, picture-packed eBooks and apps to meet different travellers' needs. Insight Guides' unique combination of beautiful travel photography and focus on history and culture create a unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next adventure.
Includes pull-out map attached to inside back cover.
A Cultural History
Vienna, Prague and Budapest
Vanished Empire
Vienna, Budapest, Prague : the Three Capital Cities of the Habsburg Empire as Seen Today
Time to Take Flight
Vienna, Budapest, Prague

This distinctive city guide swells with incisive listings to the best and best-value Vienna offerings in hotels, restaurants, and night life, as well as the city's famous cafes. Information on Vienna's spectacular sights and day trips both inside and outside the city is featured. 30 maps and plans. of color maps.
A guide covering Germany, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovak, Hungary, Austria, Switzerland, and Liechtenstein provides a fresh perspective on an area often overlooked by tourists and highlights points of cultural and political interest with recommendations for keeping costs low. Original.
Venture across every inch of this prosperous and stable central European country, from the cosmopolitan capital of Vienna--packed with cultural offerings and late-night musikcafes--to the awesome Alpine backwaters of the Tyrol or winemaking villages. Learn how to stretch your budget in what can be an expensive country to visit. 40 maps. color photos.
Bill Bryson’s first travel book, The Lost Continent, was unanimously acclaimed as one of the funniest books in years. In Neither Here nor There he brings his unique brand of humour to bear on Europe as he shoulders his backpack, keeps a tight hold on his wallet, and journeys from Hammerfest, the northernmost town on the continent, to Istanbul on the cusp of Asia. Fluent in, oh, at least one language, he retraces his travels as a student twenty years before. Whether braving the homicidal motorists of Paris, being robbed by
gypsies in Florence, attempting not to order tripe and eyeballs in a German restaurant or window-shopping in the sex shops of the Reeperbahn, Bryson takes in the sights, dissects the culture and illuminates each place and person with his hilariously caustic observations. He even goes to Liechtenstein.
Reader's Guide to Judaism
Fodor's Prague and Budapest
A Travel Guide to Jewish Europe
Berlitz Pocket Guide Budapest
The Rough Guide to Vienna
Historic Coffeehouses
The bibliography volume of the three-volume East Looks West: East European Travel Writing in Europe collates travel writing published in book form by east Europeans travelling in Europe from ca. 1550 to 2000. It is intended as a fundamental research tool, collecting together travel writings within each national/linguistic tradition, and enabling comparative analysis of such material. It fills an important gap in the existing reference literature, both in western and east European languages, and will be of use to those working in the growing fields of comparative travel
writing, regional and national identities, and postcolonialism.These texts exist in surprisingly large numbers, and include writings of high literary quality as well as of historical interest, but they have been relatively little studied as a genre. Much of this material is rare and difficult to find, even in national libraries. As a result, there are few bibliographical surveys of the literature of east European travel and self-representation, and none that are region-wide or comparative in scope. This is the third volume of a three-part set of East Looks West, Vol. 1 - An Anthology of
East European Travel Writing on Europe; and Vol. 2 - A Comparative Introduction to East European Travel Writing on Europe.
You can count on Rick Steves to tell you what you really need to know when traveling in Budapest. Following this book's self-guided walks, you'll explore Europe's most underrated city. Soak with Hungarians in a thermal bath, sample paprika at the Great Market Hall, and take a romantic twilight cruise on the Danube. Wander through the opulence of Budapest's late-19th-century Golden Age. View relics of the bygone communist era at Memento Park. For a break, head into the countryside for Habsburg palaces and Hungarian folk villages. Rick's candid, humorous
advice will guide you to good-value hotels and restaurants. He'll help you plan where to go and what to see, depending on the length of your trip. You'll learn which sights are worth your time and money and how to get around like a local. More than just reviews and directions, a Rick Steves guidebook is a tour guide in your pocket.
Prague, Vienna, and Budapest each receive over 250,000 American visitors per year, and the numbers are climbing steadily. In these new additions to Sandra Gustafson s impeccable series, we visit three of Europe's most delightful cities and discover all the best-priced hotels and restaurants. No other guidebooks have explored places to eat and stay in Prague, Vienna, and Budapest in such detail. With these romantic cities appearing on more and more European itineraries, Cheap Eats and the companion Cheap Sleeps in Prague, Vienna, and Budapest are sure to
be instant hits among bargain-savvy travelers.
Moon Prague, Vienna & BudapestHachette UK
Rick Steves Budapest
Slow Travel to Barcelona, Vienna, Budapest, Bratislava, Prague, London, Brighton, Salisbury, Dublin, and Galway
How to plan a route, decide on tickets or passes, understand the types of trains, train stations and on board services, plan your trip and...not get lost!
Must-see attractions, wonderful hotels, excellent restaurants, valuable tips and so much more!
Mittel Europa
Travel Books Budapest Vienna Prague

Lonely Planet Prague & the Czech Republic is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Count statues on Charles Bridge, marvel at the Renaissance splendour of bohemian town Cesky Krumlov or explore Prague's Old Town; all with your trusted travel companion.
This book is here to help you understand how to use trains to travel through Europe. It will guide you from the moment that you will start planning your trip, through all the things you have to consider when deciding your route, booking your tickets, finding your way in a train station, enjoying the ride and arriving at a new place. This book encloses many years of experience travelling by trains and is here to pass it to you. Learn how to move smart, find the best deals, understand the rail passes and the other ticket options, trick the
search engines, think about issues that wouldn’t cross your mind, avoid possible trouble and make the most of your adventure. This is not another tourist guide throwing suggestions about city sightseeing and hotel offers. There are no flashing adds around and “buy now” buttons. There are no “more information” buttons opening in new tabs with scattered information, letting you put the puzzle together. I have been there, I have seen it. I spent many hours trying to understand how things work, using trains, doing mistakes, and
learning valuable lessons. However, there is no need to reinvent the wheel. Get the experience provided in this book and do not start as a beginner (or a “tourist” as they say). Read it through chapter-by-chapter, skip chapters, find what you are looking for in the table of contents or go front and back and read whatever attracts your attention. There are no rules. At the end of the story, you cannot get lost. It is a book.
Lonely Planet's Best of Europe is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. See the Northern Lights in Reykjavik, party in Amsterdam and ride through the canals of Venice- all with your trusted travel companion.
In this volume, the authors of many acclaimed books on style, including the Essence of Style books turn their attentions to the lands east of the Danube, and create Mittel Europa - an imaginary country with a gloriously real tradition of architecture and design. This is the heart of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire, and its major cities are Vienna, Prague and Budapest - undoubtedly among the world's most beautiful. We travel with the authors to these quintessential Old World cities and the magnificent countryside to discover in
the architecture, interiors and folk arts of the region a thriving design tradition that the 20th century once threatened to extinguish, but that now promises to enrich the decorative arts throughout the World.
Central Europe
Prague and the Czech Republic
Europe by Train: The Ultimate Guide
Traveler's Guides to the Best-Kept Secrets
Lonely Planet Best of Europe
The Savvy Woman's Guide to Safe Solo Travel

Take it from a friend who knows: "travel is not scary or difficult for the mature single woman. Confidence and planning are the keys." Rome, Chicago, London, Vienna, Berlin . . . best-selling author and entrepreneur Jayne Seagrave has traveled there, and she's done it solo. With this guidebook, she has compiled information, tips, and tricks to share with mature women interested in seeing the world. Like a world-traveled, well-informed friend, Seagrave provides encouragement, advice and support for the safest, and most comfortable sojourns, and offers practical guidance based on her first-hand knowledge of the locations
she recommends. She shares tips for researching, booking, and packing for your vacation, includes checklists to follow when preparing to leave, and even discusses insurance, jet lag, traveling through menopause, and financial considerations. Seagrave also recommends twenty-three popular locales throughout Europe and North America, and suggests what to do upon arrival (how best to get from the airport to your hotel), where to book your accommodation (and which areas to avoid), activities for your stay, and additional tidbits of information and personal anecdotes she's learned along the way. For the mature woman
looking to travel safely, comfortably, and solo, Time to Take Flight is the ultimate guide.
Berlitz Pocket Guide Budapest is aconcise, full-colour travel guide that combines lively text with vividphotography to highlight the very best that this stunning spa-city has tooffer. The Where To Go chapter details all the key sights: Buda's Castle Hill,with its cobbled streets and quaint houses; the Hungarian National Gallery,filled with masterpieces from the Hungarian Impressionists; the Liszt Museum,home of Hungary's greatest composer; and of course the Royal Palace and itsfine museums. There are also excursions to nearby Szentendre, Visegrd andEzstergom and further afield to Hungary's seaside at Lake Balaton.
Handy mapson the cover help you get around with ease. To inspire you, the book offers a rundownof the Top 10 Attractions in the city, followed by an itinerary for a PerfectDay in Budapest. The What to Do chapter is a snapshot of ways to spend yourspare time, from taking to the waters in the myriad spas and wellness centresto catching a performance at the Hungarian State Opera House. You'll also be armed with backgroundinformation, including a brief history of the city and an Eating Out chaptercovering its hearty cuisine. There are carefully chosen listings of the besthotels and restaurants, and an A-Z to equip you with
all the practicalinformation you will need.
Whether you're sipping Czech beer with locals or exploring hilltop castles, get to know these fairytale cities with Moon Prague, Vienna & Budapest. Inside you'll find: Flexible itineraries for 1 to 5 days in Prague, Vienna, and Budapest that can be combined into a longer trip Strategic advice for foodies, art lovers, history buffs, and more Must-see highlights and unique experiences: Enjoy classical music in Vienna, wander through labyrinthine Habsburg palaces, or soak in Budapest's thermal Széchenyi baths. Hike through the Vienna Woods or bike through the Wachau Valley, where ruined castles, vineyards, and rolling hills
line the banks of the Danube. Admire the works of Klimt and Schiele in Vienna's glamorous galleries, take in the festive atmosphere at Prague's Christmas markets, and walk across the romantic Charles Bridge as the sun sets over the Vltava The best local flavors: Sip a Melange in a cozy booth of a classic Viennese coffeehouse, sample local wine at a Hungarian vineyard, and kick back with a pint of pilsner at one of Prague's beer gardens Ideas for side trips from each city, including Liberec, Danube Bend, Lake Balaton, and the Kutná Hore Bone Church Honest insight from Budapest local Jennifer Walker and Prague local
Auburn Scallon Full-color photos and detailed maps throughout Background information on the landscape, history, and cultural customs of each city Handy tools such as visa information, Hungarian, German, and Czech phrasebooks, and tips for traveling with children or as a senior Experience the best of these three cities at your own pace with Moon Prague, Vienna & Budapest. Exploring more of Europe's top spots? Check out Moon Rome, Florence & Venice or Moon Barcelona & Madrid.
Fairytale castles, neighborhood beer gardens, and peaceful forest hikes: Experience the rich tapestry of Central Europe's history, culture, and natural beauty with Moon Prague, Vienna & Budapest. Inside you'll find: Flexible itineraries for multiple days in Prague, Vienna, and Budapest that can be combined into a longer trip Strategic advice for foodies, art lovers, history buffs, and more Must-see highlights and unique experiences: Admire Prague's intricate Gothic architecture, stroll the grand halls of Schönbrunn Palace, and climb the winding staircases to a magnificent view at Fisherman's Bastion in Budapest. Relax to
classical music where Beethoven composed his masterpieces or in the healing waters of a natural thermal bath. Cycle alongside ruined castles, vast vineyards, and the banks of the Danube in Wachau Valley. Wander through the largest art history museum in Austria, studying ancient Egyptian frescoes, Renaissance and Baroque paintings, and various antiquities. Get into the holiday spirit at an Easter or Christmas market filled with handcrafted gifts, street food, and spiced wine Savor local flavors: Sip a Mélange in a cozy Viennese coffeehouse or a foamy pivo in a sunny beer garden. Snack on hearty sausage, classic schnitzel,
or peppery goulash. Satisfy your sweet tooth with flaky honey cake, rich Sachertorte, and cinnamon sugar trdelník Ideas for side trips from each city, including Liberec, Danube Bend, Lake Balaton, and the Kutná Hore Bone Church Expert insight from Budapest local Jennifer Walker and Prague local Auburn Scallon Full-color photos and detailed maps throughout Background information on the landscape, history, and cultural customs of each city Handy tools such as visa information, Hungarian, German, and Czech phrasebooks, and tips for traveling with children or as a senior, solo female travelers, and LGBTQ+
travelers Experience the best of Central Europe at your own pace with Moon Prague, Vienna & Budapest. Exploring more of Europe's top spots? Check out Moon Rome, Florence & Venice or Moon Barcelona & Madrid.
Neither Here, Nor There
Nagel's Rumania Travel Guide
Top 10 Vienna
Cadogan Guide Prague
Living in Style in Vienna, Prague, Budapest and the Lands of the Danube
Fodor's Prague

Blank Lined Travel Journals For True Adventurers What better way to create the ultimate travel guide then by recording your own experiences. Don't rely on someone else's opinion. This is a unguided blank travel journal. We just give you the lined pages so you can write down whatever you want. Use as many or as little pages as you want per trip. Buy a travel journal for each destination you go to. If you love it you know you will go back. It is a good idea to
write down the following in your journal before each trip starts: Emergency Contacts Personal Info Things To Do Before You Go Packing List Flight and Hotel Info Itinerary Local Languages Phrases We made it in a nice compact 5" x 8" size so it fits nicely in a backpack or small pocket after a world traveler gave us feedback that 6" x 9" was just a bit big for the compact backpacks. This good looking travel journal is sure to capture the adventures you have in
all your travels. It makes the perfect travel companion. Makes the perfect gift for friend or family member who loves to travel the world.
Information regarding the sights to see, cultural developments, transportation options, accommodations, eateries, and maps.
The Reader's Guide to Judaism is a survey of English-language translations of the most important primary texts in the Jewish tradition. The field is assessed in some 470 essays discussing individuals (Martin Buber, Gluckel of Hameln), literature (Genesis, Ladino Literature), thought and beliefs (Holiness, Bioethics), practice (Dietary Laws, Passover), history (Venice, Baghdadi Jews of India), and arts and material culture (Synagogue Architecture, Costume).
The emphasis is on Judaism, rather than on Jewish studies more broadly.
The theme of Tim Cole's Holocaust Landscapes concerns the geography of the Holocaust; the Holocaust as a place-making event for both perpetrators and victims. Through concepts such as distance and proximity, Professor Cole tells the story of the Holocaust through a number of landscapes where genocide was implemented, experienced and evaded and which have subsequently been forgotten in the post-war world. Drawing on particular survivors'
narratives, Holocaust Landscapes moves between a series of ordinary and extraordinary places and the people who inhabited them throughout the years of the Second World War. Starting in Germany in the late 1930s, the book shifts chronologically and geographically westwards but ends up in Germany in the final chaotic months of the war. These landscapes range from the most iconic (synagogue, ghetto, railroad, camp, attic) to less well known sites
(forest, sea and mountain, river, road, displaced persons camp). Holocaust Landscapes provides a new perspective surrounding the shifting geographies and histories of this continent-wide event.
with Salzburg & Skiing in the Alps
Blank Travel Journal, Lined Pages; Travel Planner & Organizer
Travels in Europe
The Danube
The Evolution of Dramatic and Musical Theater in Austria and Central Europe
A Bibliography of East European Travel Writing on Europe

This volume not only offers an overview of the theatrical history of the region, it is also a cross-disciplinary attempt to analyse the inner workings and dynamics of theater through a discussion of the interplay between society, the audience, and performing artists."--Jacket.
European authors bring travelers the hidden highlights others miss, including the best values across the continent and insights into Europe's cultural, political, and contemporary life. of color photos. 103 maps.
Packed with over 150 amazing coffee experiences in 37 countries, from its birthplace in East Africa, to modern-day Cuba, the United States, Australia and the UK, this follow-up to our hugely popular Global Beer Tour features legendary espresso bars, plantation tours, urban roasteries and must-visit cafes. Inside this definitive guide to coffee tasting around the world, you'll discover exactly where to go and what to try, plus illustrated spreads on roasting coffee, cocktails, brewing techniques and more. The places you'll learn about in Lonely Planet's Global Coffee Tour and visit aren't just cafes - they're meccas for
coffee lovers, offering insight into the local culture and the history, personalities, passion and creativity behind each coffee. Discover each country's top five, must-drink coffees Learn how to order a coffee in the local language Explore each area with our itinerary of local things to do Find coffee classes and learn about roasting and brewing Packed with photos of coffee houses the world over About Lonely Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media company and the world's number one travel guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and trustworthy information for every kind of traveller since 1973. Over the past
four decades, we've printed over 145 million guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate global community of travellers. You'll also find our content online, on mobile, video and in 14 languages, 12 international magazines, armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more. Note: The digital edition of this book is missing some of the images found in the physical edition
The Vienna Travel Guide 2017 is the most up-to-date, reliable and complete guide to this wonderful city. Travelers will find everything they need for an unforgettable visit presented in a convenient and easy-to-use format. Includes quick information on planning a visit, navigating the city, experiencing Austrian culture and exploring the beauty of Vienna. Useful online or off!
The Guide for All Budgets Where to Stay, Eat, and Explore on and Off the Beaten Path
Insight Guides Pocket Krakow
The Rough Guide to Europe 2004
with the Best of the Czech Republic
The Great Tradition and Its Legacy
Fodor's Vienna & the Best of Austria

?This indispensable guidebook explores three fairytale capitals, peppered with domes, and spiked with spires. Vienna, Prague, and Budapest have lived through tumultuous histories but thrive today at the heart of modern Europe. It examines Art Nouveau art and architecture in Vienna, soaring Gothic churches in Prague, and Budapests stately boulevards and vistas. It gives detailed coverage
of 16th-century Turkish baths in Budapest, the opera in Vienna, the romantic gardens of Pragues Mala Strana as well as the best places to eat and sleep.
The author points out the contrast between the overpowering historical remnants of each city and the everyday lives of its contemporary citizens
The Danube is the longest river in western and central Europe. Rising amidst the beautiful wooded hills of Germany's Black Forest, it touches or winds its way through ten countries and four capital cities before emptying into the Black Sea through a vast delta whose silt-filled channels spread across eastern Romania. From earliest times, the river has provided a route from Europe to Asia
that was followed by armies and traders, while empires, from the Macedonian to the Habsburg, rose and fell along its length. Then, in the middle of the twentieth century, the Danube took on the role of a watery thread that unified a continent divided by the Iron Curtain. In the late 1980s the Iron Curtain lifted but the Danube valley soon became an arena for conflict during the violent
break-up of the former Yugoslavia. Now, passing as it does through some of the world's youngest nations, including Slovakia, Croatia, Serbia, Moldova, and Ukraine, the river is a tangible symbol of a new, peaceful, and united Europe as well as a vital artery for commercial and leisure shipping. Andrew Beattie explores the turbulent past and vibrant present of the landscape through which
the Danube flows, where the enduring legacies of historical regimes from the Romans to the Nazis have all left their mark.
Now available in ePub format. DK Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guide: Vienna will lead you straight to the very best on offer. Whether you're looking for the things not to miss at the Top 10 sights, or want to find the best nightspots; this guide is the perfect companion. Rely on dozens of Top 10 lists - from the Top 10 museums to the Top 10 events and festivals - there's even a list of the
Top 10 things to avoid. The guide is divided by area with restaurant reviews for each, as well as recommendations for hotels, bars and places to shop. You'll find the insider knowledge every visitor needs and explore every corner effortlessly with DK Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guide: Vienna. DK Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guide: Vienna - showing you what others only tell you.
Lynch the Swan--A Lighthearted Travel Memoir
Cheap Eats in Prague, Vienna and Budapest
Lonely Planet Prague & the Czech Republic
Moon Prague, Vienna and Budapest
DK Eyewitness Top 10 Budapest
Vienna, Prague, Budapest
London! Vienna! Bratislava?Follow two retired Baby Boomers as they set out to See the World-well, parts of Europe, anyway-with only their Carry-on Suitcases, their Airbnb Reservations, and their Lighthearted Sense of Adventure.Enjoy a Slow Travel summer through Eastern Europe and the British Isles . . . ~ admire amazing art and anomalies, ~ explore confusing medieval streets, ~ frequent friendly local pubs (yes!), ~ shop fun, intriguing farmer's markets, ~ cheer opera evenings and rock concerts, ~ sample surprising
delicious new cuisines, ~ share times and tales with local residents. Live life during month-long immersions in wonderfully different foreign cultures.and then, there are the swans . . .
A Lonely Planet Shoestring Guide
Holocaust Landscapes
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